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SIX SIGMA-BASED X-BAR CONTROL
CHART FOR CONTINUOUS QUALITY
IMPROVEMENT
Abstract: Introduced by Shewhart, the traditional variable
control chart for mean (X-bar Chart) is an effective tool for
controlling and monitoring processes. Notwithstanding, the
main disadvantage of X-bar chart is that the population
standard deviation is unknown though the sample mean is an
unbiased estimator of the population mean. There are many
approaches to estimating the unknown standard deviation with
the expertise available with the researchers and practitioners
that may lead to varying conclusions. In this paper, an
innovative approach is introduced to estimate the population
standard deviation from the perspective of Six Sigma quality
for the construction of the proposed control chart for mean
called Six Sigma-based X-bar control chart. Under the
assumption that the process is normal, in the proposed chart
the population mean and standard deviation are drawn from
the process specification from the perspective of Six Sigma
quality. After discussing the aspects of the traditional X-bar
control chart, the procedure for the construction of the
proposed new Six Sigma-based X-bar control chart is
presented. The new chart is capable of maintaining the process
mean close to the target by variance reduction resulting in
quality improvement. Also, it may be noted that at a point of
time, the process, though under statistical control, may be
maintaining a particular sigma quality level only while the
goal is Six Sigma quality level of just 3.4 defects per million
opportunities. Hence, as a practice of continuous quality
improvement, it is suggested to use the proposed control chart
every time with improvement till the goal of Six Sigma with 3.4
defects per million opportunities is achieved. An innovative
cyclic approach for performing the continuous quality
improvement activity is also presented. The construction of the
proposed Six Sigma-based X-bar control chart is demonstrated
using an illustrative example.
Keywords: continuous quality improvement, conventional
control chart, statistical process control, target range, Six
Sigma-based X-bar control chart, upper and lower quality
limits
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1. Introd
duction1
Today’s competitive scenario forces
f
organizatio
ons to adapt an
nd implement one
o or
more of qu
uality improvem
ment programss such
as quality circles, total quality
q
manageement
(TQM), Six
S
Sigma, IS
SO quality sy
ystem
standards etc. There are
a various quality
q
m Baldrige Naational
awards succh as Malcolm
Quality Award
A
(MBNQ
QA) and Euro
opean
Quality Award
A
(EQA
A) that reco
ognize
organizatio
ons that have
h
successsfully
implementeed quality imp
provement inittiative
and achieeved businesss excellence. The
famous qu
uality gurus liike Crosby (1
1979),
Deming (1
1982) and Juraan (1988) preached
the aspectts of quality managementt and
quality phiilosophy that will
w lead to quality
q
improvemeent and busin
ness excellencce as
well.
Clearly, the various philo
osophies, prog
grams,
methodolog
gies, and awards
a
intend
d to
promote a common goaal of developin
ng an
integrated total
t
quality prrogram by eng
gaging
in contin
nuous improv
vement. In fact,
continuouss quality imp
provement plaays a
critical rolle in achievin
ng and maintaaining
high stand
dards of qualitty of processees and
hence the products. Essentially, contin
nuous
improvemeent of quality
y of a proceess or
product iss nothing bu
ut the contin
nuous
reduction of
o variation ab
bout a target. This
calls for a process or prroduct characteeristic
to be aro
ound the targ
get with minimum
variation which
w
may resu
ult in achieving
g high
quality pro
ocesses and pro
oducts, cost saavings
and other preset goals (Andersson et
e al.,
2006). In statistical proccess control (SPC),
control chaarts play a major role in achiieving
the goal of sticking to
t the target with
minimum variation leeading to quality
q
improvemeent.
Ever since the introduction of control charts
by Shewh
hart (1931), quality
q
practitiioners
have been
n showing en
normous intereest in
1
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mak
king use of thhese charts foor controlling
and
d monitoring oof processes aand products.
Wh
hile standard qquality controll charts have
wid
der applicationns and are useed by quality
con
ntrol practitionners over manyy decades, in
the recent past thhere has been an enhanced
inteerest in propposing more sophisticated
metthods for SPC
C (Box and Narasimhan,
2010). Most of these sophistiicated charts,
such
h as cumulat
ative sum (CU
USUM) and
exp
ponentially w
weighted movving average
(EW
WMA) charts, aim for the detection of
shiffts in process m
mean from its ttarget as early
as possible. Forr example, some recent
stud
dies made onn such advannced control
charts related to different areaas of interest
can be found in (G
Gadre and Ratttihalli, 2004;
Ferrrer, 2007; Hsuu et al., 2009; H
Hassan et al.,
2010; Ryan and W
Woodall, 20100; Ryu et al.,
2010; Reynolds annd Lou, 2010; Zhu and Lin,
2010). Similarly, a number of studies have
been reported on tthe use of conttrol charts for
quaality improvem
ment in specifiic areas such
as manufacturingg, healthcaree and other
serv
vices (e.g. Fin
inison and Fiinison, 1996;
Haw
wkins and Olw
well, 1998).
Giv
ven a set of ssubsamples w
with observed
valu
ues from a norrmal process w
with mean 
and
d standard devviation  , in a traditional
Sheewhart-type c ontrol chart for process
meaan (called the X
X-bar chart), tthe upper and
low
wer control lim
mits are placed at 3ˆ ,
wheere ˆ is an estimate of tthe unknown
pop
pulation standaard deviation  . Clearly,
the main disadvanntage of this appproach is the
unaavailability off the populatiion standard
dev
viation. Many authors havve suggested
diffferent estimatoors for  and studied their
perfformances. U
Under the assumption of
norm
mality, Chakraaborti et al. (22008) studied
the use of three different estim
mators of the
pop
pulation standdard deviationn while the
oveerall sample meean is used as an estimator
of the
t populationn mean. Schoonnhoven et al.
(200
09) consideredd five unbiaseed estimators
of population
p
stanndard deviationn and studied
the aspects of oout-of-signal probabilities.
Rad
dhakrishnan annd Balamurugaan in many of
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their work
k (For e.g., Radhakrishnan
R
n and
and
Balamurug
gan, 2010; Radhakrishnan
R
Balamurug
gan, 2011) haave proposed new
control liimits (for charts based
d on
exponentiaally weighted moving
m
averag
ge and
number of defects etc.) from
f
the perspective
Six Sigmaa Quality (SSQ
Q) initiative taking
t
into accou
unt the stan
ndard deviatio
on is
determined
d in terms of
o known prrocess
tolerance and process capability index.
i
However, in
i SPC applicaations, it is advisable
to determine the capabiility of the prrocess
only after ensuring that the
t process is under
control.
In his worrk related to SSQ, Ravichaandran
(2006) highlighted that while
w
control charts
c
are useful in monitoring process stab
bility,
there exist many parametters in a processs that
need to be monitored from
m the perspecttive of
their resp
pective speciifications. Fu
urther,
Ravichandrran, (2006) prroposed the co
oncept
of setting up quality speecification from
m the
perspectivee of SSQ wh
here “target range”
r
1.5 timees of shift inn the
covering the
t
standard deeviation is intrroduced. Unlik
ke the
case in thee traditional control
c
chart th
hat is
used to con
ntrol and monitor the processs and
product, fo
or a quality im
mprovement acttivity,
it is opineed that the reeduction of prrocess
variance is
i of prime concern giveen an
allowable shift
s
of 1.5 (McFadden, 1993)
in the proccess mean. Th
his directly pro
ompts
for the red
duction of pro
ocess variation
n that
can result in
i the SSQ leveel of just 3.4 defects
d
per million
n opportunities (DPMO) by quality
q
improvemeent teams. Ho
owever, one cannot
c
achieve 3.4
4 DPMO in one
o stretch butt it is
possible by
b means of continuous quality
q
improvemeent.
Keeping th
his aspect in mind,
m
a new co
ontrol
chart for mean
m
(X-bar control
c
chart) called
c
Six Sigmaa-based X-barr control chaart is
proposed from
f
the persp
pective of SSQ
Q that
helps in acchieving reduceed process varriation
with mean
n centered at the target th
hrough
continuouss quality im
mprovement. The
proposed Six Sigma-baased X-bar co
ontrol
chart is inn
novatively desiigned in such a way

thatt can control and monitor the process
con
ntinuously in a cyclic mannner. It can
deteect any shift iin the processs mean faster
than
n the traditionaal three sigmaa-based X-bar
chart. It also checkks if the shift iin the process
meaan is within thhe allowable taarget range of
pluss or minus 1.55 sigma. We nnotice that to
the best of our kknowledge therre have been
no major studies done linkingg the SSQ in
dev
veloping the prooposed Six Siggma-based Xbar control chart ffor process meaan.
Thee remainder off this paper is organized as
follows. In Sectiion 2, the conncept of Six
Sigm
ma and its rrole in continnuous quality
imp
provement prrogram is prresented. In
Secction 3, the proocedure for coonstruction of
the proposed Six Sigma-based X
X-bar chart is
desccribed. An eexample is coonsidered to
illusstrate the workking of the propposed control
chart in Section 4. The case oof traditional
threee-sigma controol chart is alsoo given in this
secttion. The ppaper concluddes with a
sum
mmary and som
me discussions in Section 5.

2. Six Sigma, Control Ch
hart and
provement
Quality Imp
Six Sigma is a cusstomer driven aapproach that
reprresents the sysstematic impleementation of
variious statistic al methods, tools and
tech
hniques for qquality improovement and
hen
nce for custom
mer satisfactionn. Obviously,
Six Sigma is all about variancce reduction,
costt reduction annd higher perrformance. A
typiical SSQ proggram can be implemented
usin
ng define meassure, analyze, improve and
con
ntrol (DMAIC)) approach. Ann organization
is saaid to be succeessful in the im
mplementation
of Six
S Sigma proggram, if it can achieve zero
defeects processess which is m
more or less
equ
uivalent to achieving 33.4 DPMO.
Acccording to (H
Harry, 1998; L
Lucas, 2002;
Rav
vichandran, 20006a), an orgaanization can
be classified
c
as eiither world claass, industrial
average or nonccompetitive baased on the
sigm
ma quality leveel (SQL) it haas achieved at
world class
a point of tim
me. Here, w
orgaanizations maaintain SQL between 5
sigm
ma to 6 siigma, industrrial average
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organizatio
ons maintain SQL between 4
sigma to 5 sigma and
a
noncompeetitive
organizatio
ons are able to maintain SQL
below 3 sig
gma.
Since no organization
o
caan achieve thee SSQ
level of 3.4
4 DPMO in on
ne attempt and it can
be at a paarticular SQL at a point off time
(Harry, 1998; Lucas, 200
02). Thereforee, it is
important to continuou
usly improvee the
process by
y means of varriance reductio
on and
moving prrocess mean closer and closser so
that next SQL can be achieved and
d this
process can
n be continued until the goal of 3.4
DPMO iss met. One of the important
the
used
in
methods
statistical
implementaation of Six Sigma prograam is

SPC
C. As discusssed earlier, coontrol charts
play
y a major role in conntrolling and
mon
nitoring of a prrocess by meanns of reduced
variiance and mooving the process average
closser to the targeet. A control chhart is said to
be more
m
efficient,, if it can detecct any shift in
the process averrage (i.e., chhange in the
proccess) faster than any other chart.
Theerefore, if the ppresent SQL iss known, then
we suggest to usinng the proposeed Six Sigmabaseed control cchart to achhieve further
imp
provement in qquality and thhen this cycle
con
ntinues until thhe goal is meet. This Six
Sigm
ma – control chart-quality improvement
cycle is depicted iin Figure 1.

Figure 1. Six Sigma – control
c
chart-q
quality improveement cycle
nt SQL is 3.5 sigma
For example, if the curren
then the organization
o
may
m be interestted in
improving this SQL. Th
his can be ach
hieved
by the pro
oposed Six Siigma-based Co
ontrol
chart by knowing
k
the leevel of shift in
i the
process meean from the taarget and the prrocess
variation. Through qu
uality improveement
activity effforts can be made to mov
ve the
process meean closer to th
he target by fiinding
the meanss for variancce reduction. The
application
n of the propo
osed chart an
nd the
quality im
mprovement activity
a
are trreated
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succcessful, if the nnext SQL is annything more
than
n 3.5 sigma (refer to thee illustrative
example section).

3. Six Sigma-b
based X-barr Control
Chart
m
be notedd that the conncept of Six
It may
Sigm
ma that reliees on normall distribution
allo
ows a shift, thhough not desiirable, in the
proccess mean up to 1.5 timess of standard
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deviation from
f
the target (process mean
n) still
results in just 3.4 DPMO
O (McFadden, 1993;
Lucas,
2002).
2
Raviichandran
(2006)
introduced the concept of
o setting up quality
q
specificatio
on from the peerspective of SSQ in
which the target range covering the 1.5
s
in the staandard deviatiion is
times of shift
considered. Using these ideas, in this paaper it
is attempted to develop a new and innov
vative
control chaart called Six Sigma-based X-bar
control ch
hart for proceess mean that can
outperform
m the tradition
nal control chart in
case of varriables. In thiss regard, the prrocess
or product specification itself is consiidered
as a norm
mal population of the variab
ble of
interest. The
T population
n standard dev
viation
is obtain
ned following
g the proccedure
suggested by
b Ravichandran (2006).
Following Shewhart (193
31), it is well known
k
mean)
that when the process paarameters  (m
and  (staandard deviattion) are unk
known
then they are
a estimated ass ̂ and ̂ fro
om the
historical data.
d
Since thiis historical data
d
is
et al.
limited, acccording to Schoonhoven
S
(2009), the
t
traditionaal control limits
ˆ  3ˆ / n used for saample means do
d not
perform lik
ke the control limits   3 / n .
Schoonhov
ven et al. (20
009) further argued
a
that a solu
ution to this prroblem is to correct
the contro
ol limits by replacing
r
the fixed
constant 3 by c(n, k , p) , and set the co
ontrol
limits

ass

̂  c(n, k , p) ˆ / n

where
w

c(n, k p) denotes the facttor that is depeendent
on the num
mber of sampless k , the samplle size
n and thhe probability of out of coontrol
signal p . As
A discussed earlier, many au
uthors
such as Chakraborti
C
et
e al. (2008)) and
Schoonhov
ven et al. (20
009) have proposed
control lim
mits based on the use of diffferent
types of esttimators of  as
a well.
In this articcle, given k saamples, each of
o size
x1 , x2 ,, xk we prropose
n , with means
m
the control limits

̂  z ( Kc )ˆ ss / n

(1)

for controlling thee sample means, where:

̂ 

1
k

k



xi , xi 

i 1

observation

1
n

n

x

ij

, xij is the j th

j 1

th

i off sample,

P[ z ( Kc )  Z   z ( Kc ) ]  1   K c (2)

Kc  (2)(DPMO coorrespondi ng to Kc )106

(3)

and
d Z is the standdard normal vvariate. Here,
K c represents thee current SQL at which the
proccess is needeed to be conntrolled. For
example, if K c  6 , then we have
DP
PMO  3.4 eithher on left taill or on right
tail..

Therefore,

imp
plies

 K c  (6.8)110 6

which

z ( K c )  4.50 . Furthher, in (1),

̂ sss / n is the esstimated standdard deviation


̂ from the perspective of
SSQ
Q. We propoose to obtain ̂ ss from the
asso
ociated with

persspective of SSQ
Q as follows:
Let us consider a measurable ccharacteristic,
say X , that folloows normal pprocess with
Since not all
meaan T   and variance  2 . S
valu
ues of X towaards tails are accceptable, the
speccification of X is usually given in the
form
m T  K , wh
where T is thhe target or
pop
pulation mean,, K is a posiitive constant
and
d  is the poppulation standaard deviation.
Nottationally, we have X ~ N (T ,  2 ) and

P(T  K  X  T  K )  1   K

where

 K is a prespeciified probabilitty value such

thatt K  P(X T  K)  P(X T  K) From
T  K , we get half of the prrocess spread
as K  d (sayy) which impllies   d / K
d
hence
w
we
have ̂ sss    d / K .
and
ˆ
d/K
Theerefore, we havve ss 
.
n
n
It iss evident that ssince d is fixeed, as sigma (
 ) decreases thhe constant ( K ) increases
and
d vice-versa. Acccordingly, thee constant K
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is the SQL
L of the processs with respect to the
process qu
uality characterristic X . The limits
a T  K are
a respectively
y well
T  K and
known as the
t lower speciification limit (LSL)
(
and upper specification limit
l
(USL). Hence,
H
for a typiccal SSQ process we have K  6
and hencce ˆ ss  d / 6 . Therefore,, the
required Six
S
Sigma-baased control limits
become

d /6
 ̂ 
  ˆ  (4.50)  ss 
ˆ  (4.50) 
(4)



 n 
 n
It may be noted
n
that, acco
ording to McFaadden
(1993) there can be disp
placement (shiift) in
ge by 1.5 times of staandard
the averag
deviation over
o
long perio
ods of time. Th
hough
undesirablee, such a shift up to 1.5 tim
mes of
standard deviation
d
still results in jusst 3.4
DPMO. Th
herefore, as long as the estim
mated
mean ̂ is
i within T  1.5 then prrocess
shift is saaid to be un
nder control. Now,
T  1.5
is
called
d
target
range
dran, 2006). According to
o Six
(Ravichand
Sigma we
w
have K  6 , and hence
P( X  T  6 )  3.4 x10 6 if the shift is on
the right side
s
(i.e., T  ˆ  T  1.5 ) and
P( X  T  6 )  3.4 x106 if the shift is on
the left sid
de (i.e., T  1.5  ˆ  T ). Itt may

ˆ  T , then the proccess is
be noted th
hat if 
said to be a centered proccess and in this case
we have P( X  T  6 )  1 x109 and
P( X  T  6 )  0.1 x109 .
Now, the computation of the values of
z ( K c ) with
w different SQLs
S
is discusssed as
follows. Iff the process is operating at three
sigma level, then we have the current quality
q
y be noted thatt with
level as K c  3 . It may
allowable shift, a three sigma processs may
result in 66
6810.63 DPMO
O. Once this leevel is
maintained
d, and if therre is a scop
pe for
improvemeent (Refer to
o Figure 1), the
practitionerr may chan
nge the valu
ue of
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z ( K c ) .Thereforre, various D
DPMOs, the

corrresponding z ( K c ) values are given as
shown in Table 1 (Harry, 1998; Lucas 2002).
Tab
ble 1. Determinnation of  Kc aand z ( K c )
K  Kc

 Kc

DPMO
O

z ( K c )

3.0
3

66810 .63

0.13362100

1.50

3.5
3

22750 .35

0.04550100

2.00

4.0
4

6209 .70

0.12419000

2.50

4.5
4

1349 .97

0.00270000

3.00

5.0
5

232 .67

0.00046500

3.50

5.5
5

31 .69

0.00006344

4.00

6.0
6

3 .40

0.0000068

4.50

How
wever, a typiccal traditional three sigma
con
ntrol chart forr means havee the control
limiits as

 R / d2 
 ˆ 
  X  A2R
  X  3

 n
 n 

ˆ  3

wheere R 

1
k

(5)

k

R

i

is the averaage range of

i 1

the subsample rranges Ri , i  1, 2,  , k .
Thee constant A2 is tabulated in most text
boo
oks for the givven subsamplee size n . For
morre details refer to Ravichandrran (2010).

4. Illustrative Example
Con
nsider the situaation where it is of interest
to control
c
the prrocess with rregard to the
thicckness of a trannsparent film ffor which the
speccification is giiven as 180  7 . For a Six
Sigm
ma
quaality,
wee
have
ˆ sss  d / 6  7 / 6  1 .1666677 . Assuming
thatt the given ppopulation is normal with
meaan 180 and staandard deviation 1.166667
, tw
wenty subsampples are drawnn each of size
fivee. The means and ranges for these 20
subsamples are ggiven below: means:184.0,
179
9.6, 184.4, 1779.8, 179.2, 1181.4, 178.4,
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183.8, 180
0.0, 178.6, 17
79.6, 182.8, 182.4,
1
180.8, 178
8.0, 182.6, 17
78.6, 181.4, 181.4,
1
178.4; rang
ges: 6, 10, 5,1
11, 13, 8, 11, 8, 12,
12, 14, 12, 9, 15, 8, 15, 15
5, 9, 8, 8. From
m this

0.76 and the aaverage range R as 10.45.
180
Acccordingly, the Six Sigma-bbased control
limiits and the tradditional three ssigma control
limiits are obtainedd as>

data, the grrand mean ̂ or
o X is computted as
Six Sigma--based controll limits
 ˆ 
ˆ  (4.50)  ss   180.76
7  (4.50)(1.66667) / 5  LCL
L  178.41, UCL  183.110
 n
With centraal line X  180
0.76
Figure 2 depicts both the proposed
d Six
Sigma-baseed and traditional three sigmabased con
ntrol limits (lo
ower control limit,
LCL; uppeer control limitt UCL; central line).
The twenty
y subsample means
m
are plottted on
it. It can be
b seen from Figure 2 thaat few
samples (sample numberrs 1,3,8 and 15
5) fall

outsside the Six S
Sigma-based ccontrol limits
(outt-of-control siggnals) whereass the same are
shown as ‘in -ccontrol’ pointts under the
trad
ditional threee sigma conntrol limits.
Clearly the prooposed Six Sigma-based
con
ntrol chart is m
more efficient one than the
trad
ditional three siigma control chhart.

Figure 2.
2 Six Sigma-baased and traditiional X-bar conntrol charts
Aspects to be consid
dered for Quality
Q
Improvemeent
Referring to Figure 1, the
t activities under
p here with thee mere
SSQ prograam do not stop
developmeent of Six Siigma-based co
ontrol
chart and it
i calls for furtther analysis to
o look
out for the avenues for qu
uality improveement.
In this exaample, it may be noted that while
the target is T  180 .76 , the actual prrocess
mean is ob
bserved as ˆ  180
1 .76 . This shows
s
a shift of (180.76-180.00
0)/1.166667=0
0.6514
times of standard deviatiion on the righ
ht side

whiich is well withhin the allowedd shift of 1 .5
timees of standardd deviation. A
At the same
timee, the proccess standardd deviation
com
mputed from tthe data is S  2.04 , this
imp
plies that the SQL of thhe ‘centered
process’ is K c  d / S  7 / 2.044  3.43 times
of standard deviiations with 302 DPMO.
wever, incorpoorating the acctual shift of
How
0.65
514, the ccurrent SQL
L becomes
3.43  0.6514  2.778 which w
will result in
2718 DPMO. Thhis means thaat there is a
possibility of 13559 DPMO onn either side.
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9 )10 6  0.002718
This gives  K c  2(1359
plies z ( K c )  2.78 meaning
g that
which imp
one has to go a lon
ng way to reach

z ( K c )  4.50 w
which is equivvalent to the
SQL
L of 6 (Refer too Table 1).

Table 2. Prrocess Situatio
on and Required
d Improvemen
nt
Average
Standard
K  Kc
Population

  T  1880

Process
Improvemen
nt
Required
(Reduce by))

n
deviation

 Kc

z ( K c )

 ss  1.166667

6.00
6

3.4

0.0000068

4.50

X  180 .76
7

S  2.04

3.43
3

1359. 0

0.0027180

2.78

0.76

0.87
7333

2.57
2

1355. 6

0.002717332

1.72

Activities

Results

This is an
a indication that the staandard
deviation of
o 2.04 needs to
o be reduced so
s that
it comes down
d
to 1.166667 as requireed for
SSQ resultting in 3.4 DPM
MO. This redu
uction
will also substantiate the fact thaat the
processes mean 180.76
6 can be moved
m
towards th
he target 180.0
00. The detaills are
consolidateed in Table 2.

5. Summ
mary and Co
onclusions
It is well known
k
that thee traditional vaariable
control chaart for mean (X-bar
(
Chart) is an
effective to
ool for controlling and monittoring
processes. However, in using
u
this tradiitional
X-bar charrt, the main disadvantage
d
is that
the popu
ulation standard deviation
n is
unknown though the saample mean is an
unbiased estimator
e
of th
he population mean.
m
There exist many conventional way
ys of
estimating population standard dev
viation
such as saample standard
d deviation, saample
range etc. In this paper attention has been
paid to the aspect of estim
mating the unk
known
standard deeviation. We have considerred an
innovative approach to estimate the
population standard deeviation from
m the
perspectivee of SSQ for the constructiion of
the proposeed Six Sigma-based X-bar co
ontrol
chart for mean. Sincce the popu
ulation
standard deviation is not known,, the
specificatio
on itself it treated as the
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DPMO
MO

pop
pulation from
m which thee population
stan
ndard deviationn is obtained.
Furrther the multipplication factoor z ( K c ) is
obtaained from tthe SSQ persspective and
hen
nce the proposeed control charrt is found to
be more efficientt than the tradditional three
sigm
ma control chhart. The prrocedure also
suggest for a cyyclic approachh to achieve
quaality improvem
ment after checkking the SQL
at th
he end of every
ry cycle. That is, unlike the
trad
ditional controol chart, the pproposed new
chart helps to knoow the status oof the process
in terms of SQL aand DPMO. T
The new chart
is capable
c
of maiintaining the pprocess mean
closse to the targget by variannce reduction
resu
ulting in quallity improvem
ment. This in
turn
n helps to invvolve in continnuous quality
imp
provement actiivities so thatt the process
can achieve the S
Six Sigma quaality’s goal of
3.4 DPMO. Heence, as a practice of
ntinuous quallity improvem
ment, it is
con
suggested to use the proposed control chart
every time with im
mprovement tiill the goal of
Six Sigma with 3..4 DPMO is acchieved.
Thee construction oof the proposeed Six Sigmabaseed X-bar conntrol chart is ddemonstrated
usin
ng an illustrativve example. T
The aspects to
be considered forr quality imprrovement are
also
o provided inn this examplee. It can be
und
derstood from the example that how the
prop
posed proceduure works as aan innovative
app
proach to qualitty improvemennt in a cyclic
way
y.
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